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“Especially in these harsh times of financial stress, reliance on God is vital. He can be given the glory for keeping heads
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afloat and keeping food in abundance on tables this Thanksgiving Day.” — K y l a M a r t i n , L i f e & T i m e s
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give back
Opinions

This one’s
for the
girls
in briefs
Thanksgiving break
departure info
As a reminder, the dorms will
be closed during Thanksgiving break. Students must be
out of the dorms by 10 a.m.
on Wednesday, Nov. 24, and
will be fined $25 for every
additional hour after 10 a.m.
Students who need a place to
go before heading home can
wait at the Union with their
belongings. Those unable to
travel home for the holidays
are encouraged to speak to
their residence hall directors
or student development for
alternate arrangements.
Before leaving, students need
to make sure that all windows are closed, heaters are
turned down, trash is emptied and all electrical plugs
are unplugged (except for
refrigerators). The last dinner
in the DC will be served on
Tuesday, Nov. 23.
Euler Science complex
website launch
A website for the new science
center was recently launched,
inviting everyone to take a
virtual tour of the complex
and learn more about the innovative features it will offer.
Students can also read stories of alumni and students
who have contributed to the
“science legacy” at Taylor as
well as keep up to date on
the fundraising process. The
site, www.taylor.edu/sciencecomplex, will continue to be
updated until its dedication
in the fall.

weekend weather

Today

54°
32°

Saturday

53°
42°

Sunday

60°
50°

Photo by Andrew Ketchum
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The current Student Union will continue to be utilized after a new structure is built, though administration has not yet decided what services will remain in the building.

New Student center
is next priority
T
Hillary May

News co-editor

Adminstration places new student union on priority list after assessing critical needs
hose who want a new student center may
be in luck.
Now that the new science building is on its
way to completion, Taylor’s board of trustees
has decided to make the student center the next
big project.
“A new student center is the next building priority requiring a significant fundraising effort,” said
Ben Sells, Vice President of Advancement. “As we
begin to finish the Euler Science Complex Campaign—$3.8 million to go of $41.4 million total—we
are just beginning to plan for the student center.”
According to Ron Sutherland, Vice President of
Business and Finance, Taylor’s planning council
met and discussed the University’s priorities for
the Vision 2016 Master Plan earlier this year. The
council decided that a new student center was a

necessary step in the building process, and they
sent a request to the board of trustees, who passed
a formal resolution in October.
According to Sutherland, the decision stems from
a few different things. There are several investments being implemented on campus, including the
new science building, the addition of an apartment
complex and the renovation of a few residence halls.
There are even plans to build a new residence hall
in the future.
“There has been a hole, however, from a facility
standpoint in the Master Plan for a student gathering place,” Sutherland said. “It has been on the list
for a number of years and has risen now to that
place.”
The decision was also influenced by external
sources, he said.

Ethics Team Wins Big
st udents q u a lif y f o r n atio n a l co m p e titio n
five students from the
The Taylor Ethics Bowl
Corrie Dyke
two squads that will
team won the Central
contributor
comprise the nationals
States Ethics Bowl
regional championship Saturday, team.
“We’re all very excited about
Nov. 6, at Marian University in
Indianapolis. The regional cham- going to nationals in the spring
pionship title qualified the team and are looking forward to getfor nationals in Cincinnati, Ohio ting the cases and eating them
up,” Pulliam said. “We’re thankful
in early March.
T h i s i s t h e t e a m ’s s e c o n d for the work Dr. Spiegel and Dr.
regional championship win. A trip Cramer put into this.”
According to Spiegel, the cases
to nationals requires a top-four
finish at regionals. Over the past are always excruciating, and
decade, the team has made five this year’s cases were no exception. Three of the 14 topics for
appearances at nationals.
Twenty teams from 14 colleges debate were, “Should the NCAA
allow women an
and universities
extra year of athparticipated in last
letic eligibility (so
Saturday’s competithat female athletes
tion. Other teams
will not be tempted
included Butler
to play sports while
“In every
University, DePauw
pregnant)?,”
“Should
University, Indiana
match, both
the 14th Amendment
University, Marian
teams worked
of the U.S. ConstituUniversity, Univertogether
tion be changed by
sity of Michigan,
dropping the citiValparaiso Univermarvelously.”
zen-by-birth clause
sity and Xavier Uni(to eliminate an
versity.
incentive for illegal
Taylor was repreimmigrants to cross
sented by two teams
the U.S. border to
at the regional competition, both coached by Dr. Jim give birth to their babies)?” and
Spiegel and Dr. Jeff Cramer. Team “Should Facebook reverse its
one, led by senior David Pulliam, default privacy settings policy (to
finished fourth. Team two came allow users to determine which
out on top with a first-place finish. posts and photos are publicly
“In every match, both teams available)?”
“Not only did our students perworked together marvelously,”
Spiegel said. “They demonstrated form brilliantly in each of the
poise, articulateness, extensive matches,” Spiegel said, “they were
knowledge of the factual back- also models of respect and politegrounds as well as a keen grasp ness, both toward their opponents
of the pertinent moral principles.” and the judges, whose critical
Although both teams techni- assessments were objectionable
cally qualified for nationals with in a few instances.”
Judging at the events is based
their top-four finishes, only one
team per school can compete at on the quality of debate and prenationals. Spiegel and Cramer
will select an “all-star” group of
Continued on page 2

“Taylor has had meetings with alumni, friends and
others who have measured what they see as some
critical needs for Taylor moving in the future,” he
said, “and it has been one of the themes we’ve heard
out of those meetings from those who are close to
Taylor. So between other people who say it is a need
and being noted on our long-term plans, it really
became the thing to take on next.”
With the help of students, the planning council
will identify the center’s function, format and location beginning in early December. The next step will
then be to raise money, which Sutherland believes
will take several years.
While the center will be first and foremost
designed for the students, decisions will need to be
Continued on page 2

airports face scrutiny
New search methods have
Americans in uproar
Are you planning
Mandolyn hecox arrested at the Indiaon flying home for N e w s C o - E d i t o r napolis International
Airport on Tuesday
Thanksgiving? What
about Christmas break? As a after punching a TSA employee.
A Senate Committee meeting
result of new Transportation
Security Administration (TSA) on Commerce, Science and Transrules that went into effect late portation took place earlier this
October, after passing through week to discuss the issue, and on
the metal detector at an air- Wednesday Congressman Ron
port, you may now be “randomly” Paul (R-Texas) introduced bill
selected to choose one of two HR 6416: The American Travoptions: the naked body scanner eler Dignity Act, in an attempt to
halt new protocol by establishing
or an “enhanced patdown.”
The new procedures have that TSA employees will not be
created an outcry among some immune to the almost inevitable
American citizens, who claim lawsuits that will be brought
both procedures are overly inva- against them if the bill becomes
sive and infringe on their rights. law.
Multiple lawsuits have already
If a selected flier chooses to
“opt-out” of the naked body scan- been filed and online TSA resisner, which uses radiation to dis- tance initiatives abound, with
play a virtual rendering of the supporters naming Nov. 24 as
flier’s nude body, their only alter- “National Opt-Out Day” in an
native is to undergo an enhanced attempt to send a message to
patdown by a TSA employee. Pre- TSA. If a flier is selected for a
vious patdowns generally were full-body scan, organizers of next
quicker and more limited, and Wednesday’s event encourage the
required TSA workers to use the individual to “opt out” of the scan
and then stand his or her ground
back of their hand.
For the new method, TSA while undergoing the patdown by
workers are instructed to run letting TSA employees know they
the inside of their hand around refuse to be sexually assaulted.
Websites such as flywithdignity.
and over breasts, buttocks and
org and nationaloptoutday.com
genitals.
The situation is growing daily, have become popular, while Faceparticularly as new reports of book groups such as “We won’t fly”
inappropriate TSA behavior have accumulated over 11,000
flood in and fliers claim they have members in a matter of days.
While most fliers would
been sexually assaulted due to
being touched in sensitive areas acknowledge the risk of aerowithout giving permission. Ten- terrorism and agree that some
sions have flared, as in the case
of a Connecticut man who was
Continued on page 2
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New student union
continued...

made to determine which functions will
move out of the current student union and
into the new facility.
“If the bookstore goes in the new building
and TWO goes in the new building, we’ve
got to decide what to do with the old building right away,” he said. “If they do or don’t,
it determines what the future of that space
is. So we need to have a little more conversation to know exactly what leaves the

current student center to know what to do
with that facility.”
The biggest challenge is deciding where
to build it, he said. According to the original
Vision 2016 Master Plan created in 2006,
the new center was designed to be an
addition to the Hodson Dining Commons.
Architects and campus planners, however,
decided it was not an ideal location and
suggested it be moved more toward the
center of campus.
Since then, there have been numerous
discussions of building the facility either

2

on the south side of Rediger Auditorium,
as an addition to Zondervan library or even
as an addition to the Modelle Metcalf complex. All of these locations are still under
consideration.
While there are several things that need
to be carefully considered, Taylor administration is excited for this new and upcoming venture.
“We look forward to working with generous alumni, parents and friends who care
deeply for Taylor students and its mission,”
Sells said.

Ethics team advances
continued...

The members of Taylor’s Ethics Bowl team proudly hold evidence of their first-place finish.

airport changes continued...

Photo by David Goldman / AP

search must be conducted before boarding
a plane, opponents of the new procedures
argue that both search options come with
little proven effectiveness and multiple
negative ramifications. The new methods
are convincing some Americans not to fly
at all, creating cause for concern in the
current economy.
According to a Wall Street Journal
article this week, there are currently 373
whole-body scanners installed in 68 U.S.
airports. Fort Wayne Airport and Indianapolis International Airport are included.
Plans are currently in place to have 1,000
machines installed by the end of next year.
While Homeland Security director Janet
Napolitano recently insisted in a column
in USA Today that “The imaging technolAn airport traveler assumes the position required by TSA as he undergoes the new patdown.
ogy that we use cannot store, export, print
or transmit images,” over 35,000 images
from a full-body scanner were recovered in a viral video of a 3-year-old girl crying Association released a statement after
Florida. It was determined in an Orlando and screaming “Don’t touch me!” while listening to Napolitano speak earlier this
courthouse that U.S. Marshals had saved being searched. USA Today reported TSA week.
“We certainly understand the challenges
images, and 100 of those images were spokeswoman Kristin Lee as stating,
posted on Gizmodo.com, delivering a dam- “After a thorough risk assessment and after that Department of Homeland Security
aging blow to TSA’s claims that such scans hearing concerns from parents, we made confronts, but the question remains,
the decision that a modified pat-down ‘Where do we draw the line?’” the stateare quickly deleted and never stored.
While TSA employees attempt to hold would be used for children 12 years old ment said. “Our country desperately needs
a long-term vision for aviation security
their ground against the growing back- and under who require extra screening.”
The American Civil Liberties Union screening, rather than an endless reaction
lash of American fliers, they did make a
concession on Tuesday by changing the (ACLU) has set up a web page to deter- to yesterday’s threat. At the same time,
patdown protocol for children. Fliers had mine the need and potential of a possible fundamental American values must be
reacted strongly to small children being group lawsuit and has already received protected.”
subjected to the methods, highlighted by over 400 claims, while the U.S. Travel
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cla ss cha p el

Various locations
10 a.m.

“A streetca r na med d esi re”
Mitchell Theater
8 p.m.

Ri ce p i la f tha nksg i vi ng comed y show

Taylor board adds new trustee
D i v e r s i t y a n d fa i t h ke y fa c to rs du rin g se le c tio n pro c e ss

saturday

N ews C o - editor

Last month, Taylor University’s Board
of Trustees elected a new member, Dr.
Shani P. Gray. Gray, who graduated from
Taylor Fort Wayne and is now a tenured
professor at Valdosta State University
in Georgia, brings the total number of
trustees to 22.
Most Taylor students complete their
four years at Taylor without interacting
with the trustees, but the Board plays a
vital part in Taylor’s functions by setting
and monitoring financial and spiritual
aspects. One crucial role is selecting Taylor’s president and then providing oversight as he serves his role.
Mark Taylor serves as chairman of the
Board of Trustees. He is the president and
CEO of Tyndale House Publishers. Taylor
chairs the board meetings and confersclosely with President Eugene Habecker
to ensure good lines of communication
between the Board and him. The Board
meets in full three times each year and
by teleconference as needed.
New trustees are selected by current
members of the Board of Trustees. The
Committee on Trustees (COT) serves as
the nominating panel. A profile of an ideal

Board of Trustees has been created, and said. “We have intentionally shaped the
both Taylor and COT Chair Dr. Welling- ideal board and we are filling it with very
ton Chiu commented on the importance qualified people the Lord has brought.
Taylor University places on ensuring the We just have to trust and look for those
people.”
Board of Trustees is well-diversified.
However, the Committee looks at more
“We . . . look at our current trustees
to see where we have gaps between the than just numbers, as Chiu explained.
“One (qualification) is that they have a
ideal and our current reality,” Taylor said.
“Based on the that ‘gap analysis,’ we look love for Jesus Christ. . . The second is that
for prospective trustees with attributes they have a passion for Taylor University,
that would move us toward realization of they understand our policies,” Chiu said.
“We call it a burden laid on their heart for
the ideal make-up of the Board.”
Taylor explained that the ideal board things Taylor, but it’s also a passion to
for Taylor University is one that reflects engage with the students, a passion for
the body of Christ, both in gender and what our students can do—their ministry
ethnicity. Therefore, the goal is that at and love for the Lord.”
The Committee of Trustees is considerleast 20 percent of the trustees are persons of color, while at least 30 percent are ing and talking with a number of prospecwomen. Over the past year, 26 percent of tive trustees to increase the number of
trustees were women and five percent Board members from the current 22.
“We anticipate adding one new trustee
were people of color, according to Taylor.
Taylor said the board was delighted at each regular meeting of the Board over
the next several years,” Taylor said.
that Gray would be joining them.
“Most students never see (the Trustee
“Dr. Gray helps us in four areas: she is
female, African-American, has experience Board),” Chiu said, “but we are grateful
in higher education and is young,” he said. to be standing on the shoulders of the
Chiu emphasized the importance of men and women before us. There are
many things we do that we will not see
diversity on the board.
“We really need to be reflective—we the fruits of, but we know and trust that
have to have that diversity, that is a we are in the Lord’s will, and there will
burden we have laid on our heart,” he be fruits that are born.”
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Friday

Stuart Room
8 p.m., $1 to attend

Mandolyn Hecox

Julia Berger

Co-Editor in Chief

Donna Downs
Photo by Jim Garringer

sentation in the following criteria: clarity
and intelligibility, focus on ethically relevant factors, avoidance of ethical irrelevance and deliberative thoughtfulness.
Thirty-six teams will compete at the
national Ethics Bowl competition in
March. Taylor will likely be the only
evangelical school involved.
“As in previous years, it has been a
joy for both [Cramer] and me to coach
and teach such intelligent and morallyserious students,” Spiegel said. “It’s
encouraging to know that we are sending
such high-caliber young people out into
a culture which so desperately needs
Christians with integrity.”

Yvette Rattray

Stewa rd s of creati on a cti vi ty

Victory Acres Farm
8:50-11 a.m.
Contact Armila Francis, and meet at Campus Safety

SAC Ca rtoon brea kfa st theatre

Hodson Dining Commons
11 a.m.

“A streetca r na med d esi re”
Mitchell Theater
8 p.m.

Contemp ora ry musi c center ( CMC)
freee concert

Student Union
7 p.m.

Sunday
“A streetca r na med d esi re”
Mitchell Theater
3 p.m

Vesp ers 					

Rediger Auditorium
8 p.m.

monday
tha nksg i vi ng cha p el

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

tuesday
tha nksg i vi ng brea k offi ci a lly beg i ns

After last class

wednesday
Resi d ence ha lls close for brea k

10 a.m.
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Boaz Project: taylor’s different perspective on missions
by Christen Gall
Staff Writer

S

pring break falls from March
19 to 27 and is arguably Taylor students’ most-beloved
week during the spring
semester.
As some Taylor students bask in
the sunshine on the beaches of Florida or relax at home, others journey
around the globe to engage in missions firsthand.
Taylor World Outreach’s spring
break ministry has prepared 10
trips for mission-minded students
to choose from.
Destinations are as diverse as
Honduras and Poland and as local
as Indianapolis and Grant County.
But one trip has been on the minds
of many students since April Jurgensen’s appearance during the
WOW focus chapel in October.
She spoke about Russia, and it has
continued to be talked about around
campus. Jurgensen and her husband
Jim founded the Boaz Project, a missions organization dedicated to working with orphanages in Russia. They
are the leaders for the Russia spring
break trip.
April and Jim are Taylor graduates, but neither had a passion for
missions until after they left Taylor.
Through their use of CoMission, cur-

riculum designed to teach Christian
morals and ethics, the couple was
exposed to Russia for the first time.
After traveling to Russia several
times and earnestly seeking God’s
will, the couple discovered the need
to work with the Russian orphanage
system from a spiritual standpoint.
They started the Boaz Project over

“Today, the Boaz Project seeks
to touch an ever-growing
number of orphans with
Christ’s love through our
various programs both in
Russia and India.”

10 years ago and have helped countless orphans since then. Because
they were both Taylor graduates, the
Jurgensuns wanted to keep their connection with the university and partnered with the spring break teams
for a mission trip destination.
“Today, the Boaz Project seeks to
touch an ever-growing number of

orphans with Christ’s love through
our various programs both in Russia and India,” according to the Boaz
Project’s website.
The Boaz Project takes trips to
Russia during spring break, the
summer, and at the beginning of
December, while trips to India take
place during the spring and during
Christmas.
Russia is the farthest spring break
destination. Team members go over
eight time zones and back in just
over a week.
So what can Taylor students expect
if they are chosen for the Russia trip?
A 12-hour flight begins the journey to Russia. Then, students’ days
are filled with work in the Russian
orphanages teaching vacation bible
schools. The last day, the students
explore Moscow.
Russia’s orphanages are run by the
government and are usually inadequately-funded and provide the children with very little education. The
Boaz Project seeks to come alongside
the Russian orphanage system and
provide them with spiritual, material
and educational support.
Sophomore spring break co-director Eric Hamil attended the Russia
spring break trip last year.
“In my opinion, Russia is different from the other trips because it
doesn’t leave you with that warm,

fuzzy feeling,” he said, “unlike other
mission trips you go on where immediately you feel like you are making
a difference and lives are impacted.
With Russia you go, pour you heart
and soul into the children, get your
heart broken, and then never really
know what the fruits of your labor
are.”
Junior Christina Lin also went to
Russia last year.
Often, spring break trips are lifechanging experiences because they
open students’ eyes to needs in
other parts of the world. Russia is
no exception.
“What I saw from being in Russia was God’s breaking heart for his
abandoned children who he loves no
less than he loves us,” said junior
Christina Lin, a member of the Russia team last year.
Some question the purpose of going
on such a short trip so far away, and
they wonder if the costs justify the
work done over mere days.
“I think the point of going on any
spring break trip is not to change
the world,” Lin said, “but rather to
come alongside missionaries who are
already in the area to enrich their
ministry. True, we’re only in Russia
for a week, but God is there. He has
been working there and will continue
to work there.”

$60 billion of weapons to be sold

O

n Oct. 20, the Obama
administration notified
Congress of its intent to
sell $60 billion of weapons
to Saudi Arabia.
That ushered in a 30-day period
of congressional review, but according to the BBC, analysts and officials
didn’t expect much opposition from
Congress or from Israel.
Three and a half weeks later, a
letter arrived at the White House
questioning the sale.
It was signed by nearly 200 members of the House of Representatives,
both Republicans and Democrats.
“We are writing to raise concerns
and pose a number of strategic questions about the impact such sales
would have on the national security
interests of the United States and
our allies,” the letter to Obama read.
Members of Congress are concerned that this arms sale may ultimately be used against Israel and
want to ensure that that doesn’t
happen.
The letter also stated that they
“would like to know how these sales
will affect Israel’s qualitative military edge.”
Though similar sales in the past
have generated opposition from
Israel, that hasn’t happened this
time, according to the Los Angeles Times. U.S. and Israeli defense
officials have been in discussions
regarding the sale.
The purpose of this sale is to
strengthen Saudi Arabia’s defense
forces to counter Iran’s growing
power and to advance the U.S. arms
industry. According to the BBC, this
arms deal could support 75,000 jobs.
The sale will include, according to
The Guardian, “84 new F-15 fighter
jets, upgrades to 70 existing Saudi

F-15s, 190 helicopters and a wide exporter, according to Realtime
array of missiles, bombs and delivery Financial News (RTT).
The country is also a long-time ally
systems.”
The delivery of these weapons is of the U.S.
“We welcome Saudi Arabia’s deciexpected to be spread over 15 to 20
sion to continue
years and could
to strategically
turn out to be
align itself with
the largest sinThe purpose of this sale
t h e U. S. ,” s a i d
gle arms deal in
Alexander VershU.S. history.
is to strengthen Saudi
bow, assistant secAccording to
Arabia’s defense forces to retary of defense
the New York
for international
Times, this sale
counter Iran’s growing
security affairs.
may be enough
power and to advance the
Saudi Arabia
to “shift the
“lives in a dangerregion’s balance
U.S. arms industry.
ous neighborhood,
of power” in the
and we are helpnear future.
ing them protect
Saudi Arabia,
against legitimate
one of the top
buyers of weapons in the develop- security threats,” said Andrew Shaing world, has the world’s largest piro, the assistant secretary of state
oil reserves and is the largest oil for political and military affairs.

Iran is considered the greatest
of those threats, according to RTT
News.
The Tehran has denied U.S. claims
that they are working toward nuclear
weapons capability.
Either way, the regime changes in
Iraq and Afghanistan have allowed
the country to gain more power,
according to The Guardian.
“[The sale] will send a strong
message to countries in the region
that we are committed to support
the security of our key partners
and allies in the Arabian Gulf and
broader Middle East,” Shapiro said.
According to the Los Angeles
Times, the House isn’t likely to block
the sale. They just want their conditions met in order to prevent the
weapons from being used against
Israeli, U.S. or allied forces.

-People’s Daily Newspaper comments on the
Chinese Nobel Peace
Prize scandal

On This Day
in History
1794 - The U.S. and Britain signed the Jay
Treaty, which resolved the issues left over
from the Revolutionary War.
1863 - U.S. President Lincoln delivered
his Gettysburg Address as he dedicated a
national cemetery at the site of the Civil
War battlefield in Pennsylvania.
1919 - The U.S. Senate rejected the Treaty
of Versailles with a vote of 55 in favor
to 39 against. A two-thirds majority was
needed for ratification.
1969 - Apollo 12 astronauts Charles Conrad and Alan Bean made man’s second
landing on the moon.
1990 - NATO and the Warsaw Pact signed
a treaty of nonaggression.
www.on-this-day.com

Photo Credit: Choi Bu-Seok, Reuters (LA Times)

by Liz Goldsmith
Staff Writer

“Awarding the Nobel
Peace Prize to Liu
Xiaobo once again reflects the strong attempts
of Western countries to
intervene in the political
process in China.”

The arms deal with Saudi Arabia includes 70 Apache attack helicopters, 84 new F-15 fighter
jets and 36 of its AH-6M Little Birds.

Vote for independence
Sudan - People in Sudan registered

to vote Monday. The vote was over
the secession of the southern part
of the country. This movement was
set in motion by the civil wars that
began in 2005. The referendum is
scheduled for Jan. 9, 2011.

Hotel gas explosion
Mexico - Twelve people were in-

jured and seven were killed last Sunday in a blast under a large Mexican
resort. Five of the victims were
Canadian tourists.The explosion is
thought to have been caused by a
mixture of swamp gases beneath
the hotel.

Peaceful coup
Madagascar - Although the country

is experiencing a coup, Madagascar
has seemed relatively calm. Military
officials in charge of the coup
reportedly spent Thursday in their
barracks.

Imprisoned for tweets
China - Cheng Jianping was ac-

cused of “disturbing social order”
when she retweeted a message that
encouraged people to attack the
Japanese Pavilion at the Shanghai
World Expo. The message was
originally posted by her fiance. Ms.
Cheng has been sent to a women’s
labor camp.
Cholera in the U.S.
U.S. - After visiting a family in Haiti,

a woman from Florida contracted a
case of cholera. The New York Times
stated that this was the first known
U.S. case to be linked to the Haiti
outbreak. The woman is expected to
fully recover.

Village vacated
Israel - The inner cabinet of Israel

approved a plan to vacate the northern part of a village on the border
with Lebanon. Americans leaders
have expressed concern to Israel

about the close-proximity of the two
countries. The area has also been a
point of tension between Israel and
Lebanon.
Financial stresses
Ireland - Portugal is becoming the

financial focus in the European
Union. Ireland, seen in a similar light
as Portugal, is moving toward accepting bailout money from the EU.
Ireland fought to mend the financial
crisis, but government cuts have not
been enough for the two countries.

Baseball as a social movement
Dominican Republic - U.S. inves-

tors have recently looked at Latin
American baseball players. The
project goal is to create new teams
and help impoverished youth find a
new outlook.
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A n ove l I de a

gettin’ geared for christmas

by L au r a V e l a

B r e ac h i n g

how to prepare for the coming season

th e

b u bb l e

facebook makes some
Changes
Mark Zuckerberg is changing
Facebook again for the better.
What’s happening is a revamp of
the inbox. It will tie together mail
sent to your e-mail address, text
messaging and chat to help the
500 million plus members communicate more seamlessly. This
massive overhaul will not come all
out at once, but through multiple
updates.

N

U

mane” continue its unhindered growth namon across any subpar dish and you got yourself
nless I’m going crazy, the
brent clouse
longer into the chilly season. Keep in a winter wonderland of flavor.
calendar shows Thankscontributor
Family. It’s a safe bet you’ll encounter some of
mind that winter technically doesn’t
giving being less than a
begin until Dec. 21, and J-term in Upland these, so prepare. Whether it’s your great aunt or
week away. Now, before
the bell chimes and you run in with is a frigid force to be reckoned with. A little extra the cousin who’s so much cooler than you and plays
in a band, holiday gatherings
your fists flailing, step out of the ring insulation never hurt.
act as official status reports
and give yourself a breather. It’s only A n d d o n ’ t w o r r y
recapping the last 12 months.
the first round of holiday anxieties, ladies—oversized,
If anything, they can be the perand let’s face it, there are few Rocky Smurf-style beanies
fect time to air your personal
are finally fashionably
Balboas among us.
Underneath the consumerism, crazigrievances (another Sienfeld
OK. So maybe the holidays aren’t acceptable this season.
ness, the anxiety, Thanksgiving and
reference, anyone?). “What year
a cage match. What was I thinking? Last year was a transiChristmas may be the only two times out
in school are you again?” asks
Some people thrive in this environment. Either way, tion year. Now you can
of the year when you may actually feel
Uncle Burt. “A senior? So what
now’s a good time to knuckle down and get into shamelessly wear your
like you’re sane for once.
are your plans?” While truththe right frame of mind before those last precious awkwardly-knit hats
fulness is always appreciated,
outside.
weeks of the semester roll by.
don’t be afraid to add a little
Food rule number
Music. If you haven’t busted out at least one
icing. Brag to that cool cousin
anthology of classic carols by the time you get back one: Don’t overdo it
how you won Airband, and tell
from Thanksgiving break, you’re doing this wrong. next weekend. Pace
Uncle Bart you’re considering
Start with the Christmas tunes early, and keep yourself. Leave room
them on replay. This way you’re absolutely sick of for that next belt notch for after final exams. Food working toward your master’s degree at Clown Colthem by the time Dec. 25 actually arrives. Besides, comas are never a good thing—know this. Food lege. If anything, they’re good conversation starters,
nothing is worse than New Years rolling around rule number two: Garnish your table with a few and nothing lightens the mood like a good sense
and still hearing Bing Crosby sing about chestnuts. surprises this year to prove to your relatives you’ve of humor.
Ultimately, time with family is one of the best
There’s a time and place for everything, and the learned a thing or two since they last saw you. One
time for Christmas music is now. Sing your heart word: Nutella. Another word: pancakes. Last I things to take away from the holiday season. Underchecked, no one said holiday meals were restrained neath the consumerism, craziness, the anxiety,
out.
Apparel. It’s important, and you know it. Nothing to dinnertime. And if for whatever reason the tur- Thanksgiving and Christmas may be the only two
matches the fruits of a faithful No Shave November key and stuffing isn’t cutting it, resort to the official times out of the year when you may actually feel
quite like an ugly festive sweater—complete with flavor of the advent season: cinnamon. Like Jerry like you’re sane for once. So go forth, proudly wear
an itchy turtleneck and googly-eyed reindeer. And Sienfeld once said, cinnamon deserves a spot next that ugly sweater, and at least try to cherish all
for the men looking to further separate themselves to the salt and pepper of every restaurant table. So those blessed family get-togethers.
from the boys, might I suggest letting your “man far only Starbucks has taken the hint. Sprinkle cin-

Helpful hints and a little fun on a crazy
shopping day

If you look closely to the fine print
on your cellphone manual, you’ll
see a warning against holding
your cell phone too close to your
face. Manufacturers, such as
Blackberry or Apple, say you
should keep a distance of about an
inch away. These warnings arise
from health issues stemming from
low-level radiation emitting from
the phones themselves.

fab four on itunes
iTunes has made another change
that Beatles fans will love. This
past week, after more than 40
years of breaking up, the Beatles
are on iTunes and storming
their way up the online music
store’s charts. “Abbey Road,”
their last album, jumped to No.
21 less than an hour into being
there and other studio albums
are climbing steadily upward.

It’s that time of
year again to settle
down like Pilgrims
contributor
and Indians and
thank God for the
bountiful cornucopia he hath brought
on our generous land. Now, prepare to
drop that façade of thankfulness and get
on with the real holiday: Black Friday.
I’m mostly kidding. No one at Taylor
would ever hold Black Friday up as
though it were some religious experience. After all, isn’t the whole point
of Black Friday to buy gifts for other
people? Isn’t the day the start of “the
season of giving”?
I will step down off my soapbox until
the end of this article. What follows are
some tips and tricks for Black Friday
based on Taylor student experiences
·Don’t worry. If you somehow miss the
$9 Wrangler jeans at Wal-mart (I hope
I get paid for product placement), God
is still in control. If this experience is
at all stressful, think of how small of
a deal the savings really are.
·Strategize. If you don’t have a set
list, you may be the reason Americans
spend 16 percent more than they bargained for on Black Friday.
·Bring food and water. It may seem
weird, but this high-energy day causes
people to pass out even if they have
adequate nutrition.
·Don’t forget the ads that brought you
to the store. They may be coupons, or
they may just be a visual clue for why
you came in the first place.
·You have two choices for covering
ground:
oSophomores Natalie Hoch and
Emilee Conn “have three people to
divide and conquer the store.” This
militant approach to shopping is actually the best way to get the limited
amount of crowd-gathering deals
called “Doorbusters.”
oStick together. If you are after more
than good deals, Black Friday can be a
fun time to hang out with your friends

paul yoder

and watch people freak out over discount toothpicks.
·Keep receipts. At least one-third of all
Black Friday purchases are returned
each year, and that number would be
higher if people hadn’t thrown away
their money-back guarantee.
·Be courteous. When you stand before
God, I think he will be more impressed
with your generosity than your great
savings.
·Be careful. Three people died last
year, and some didn’t even stop their
shopping when confronted with manslaughter.
·Alternatives to blitzing Meijer are
abundant:
oThe Internet usually has the same
Black Friday deals at the same ridiculous early hours. Shop in your pajamas with 50 percent less chance of
trampling!
oBuy Nothing!
oIf you’re a late riser, hit the mall
rather than Wal-mart or Meijer, where
most people head first.
Now back to my soapbox. Ever since I
watched my army-veteran grandfather
weep over the meanness and greed of
Black Friday shoppers, I have hated
the “holiday.” But this year, I was given
happy stories from students like sophomore Annessa Mosier who spent family bonding time in the line for Staples.
She got a laptop she needed for school,
and was a good steward of her money.
Making friends with fellow shoppers,
buying things for people you care about
and showing God’s love by redeeming
the day that seems so irredeemable can
make this a great start to the holiday
season.
So this Thanksgiving, consider the
many things you have already before
you start checking items from your list,
and make Black Friday a means to a
White Christmas.

Outside the normal American Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving, for
most Americans, can
contributor
be described as a day
full of eating mother’s
best cooking and catching the Thanksgiving Day football game.
However, the activities of Taylor students
are not limited to these traditions.
For freshman Emily Greenman, her dual
citizenship in the U.S. and Canada is the reason she and her family eat two scrumptious
meals in the course of two months.
Canadian Thankgiving occurs in October.
“[Canadians eat] during the harvest, so
Canadian Thanksgiving makes more sense,”
Greenman said.
The date isn’t the only thing that’s different about Canadian Thanksgiving.
“Everyone gets dressed up in their Canadian gear,” Greenman said. Then, they play
Canadian games and sing Canadian songs.
This October, Greenman and her wing celebrated together, and she educated them on
what it meant to properly celebrate properly
the Canadian Thanksgiving Day, which is
connected with the harvest.
Junior Michelle Sutherland lived most of
her life in Bolivia. On Thanksgiving Day, her
family had a nice meal if they celebrated at
all. Since coming to the States, her family
has started some traditions of its own.
“It’s cool to take the time to specifically
thank God for things, especially family,”
Southerland said.
Both years they have been in the U.S.,

kyla martin

Homelessness in Grant County

Heating, air con- talking to people who live in that
ditioning, padded reality drives home the truth of the
contributor
seats, blankets, a message. It’s all academic until a
cleaning staff, man bicycles past you wearing his
l a p t o p s, f o o d , entire closet and carrying his home
clothing, shoes, clean water, electric- on his back. Then you’re like, ‘Hey,
ity, showers, bikes, cars, classrooms wait! This isn’t right. That’s a perand sanitation. The list goes on and son!’ ”
Some students might find the idea
on. People within the Taylor community have a lot to be thankful for. This of spending their spring break trips
phrase stands behind every gadget, only 20 minutes away unappealing.
Why stay in Grant
possession
County when you
and service
could go to Censtudents have
It is, however, far easier to
tral America or
been blessed
become more consumed with
across the Atlantic
to receive. It
what’s happening on our laptop
Ocean? Christians
i s, h o w e v e r,
screens than the events occurring
sometimes limit
far easier to
outside of community life.
themselves to
become more
only the exotic and
consumed
exciting aspects of
w i t h w h a t ’s
the mission field,
happening on
our laptop screens than the events therefore, limiting God. Be open to
occurring outside of community life. wherever the Lord leads, whether it
Just beyond the territorial mark- is the African safari or your suburings of the Taylor campus is an ban neighbor’s front porch.
“We throw around the term ‘global
alternate universe called “reality.”
According to www.stats.indiana. engagement’ pretty freely here on
edu, 3,789 Grant County residents this campus,” Neuenschwander
are unemployed, and 17.8 percent of said, “but when we say it, we subresidents live below the poverty line. consciously couple it with the idea
The statistics also reveal that 25.6 of far and distant lands. God cerpercent of minors living in Grant tainly leads people to go abroad on
County are impoverished. Grant missions trips, and there’s nothing
County is the fourth-poorest county wrong with it, but it shouldn’t seem
bizarre for someone to do missions
in Indiana.
During spring break last year, work here at home. If it does seem
a team of Taylor students chose bizarre, or if the trip no longer seems
to serve the poor in Grant County. like a missions trip just because you
While there, group members teamed don’t travel a great distance, then
with local ministries, worked on we’ve turned missions work into
house projects for local families and Christian tourism.”
Students can partner with Grant
experienced firsthand the lives of the
Marion people. One such student was County missions through organizations such as the St. Martins Comsophomore Drew Neuenschwander.
“It’s startling … disturbing, even, munity Center in Marion or Grant
to see how some of those people live,” County Rescue Mission.
he said. “We all know we’re blessed.
We’ve been told that, and it kind of
starts to seem cliché sometimes, but

Amanda push

Sutherland and her family members have
participated in a Turkey Trot. They jog one
mile on Thanksgiving morning. Sutherland
has never worn a costume like some of the
other runners, but wants to this year.
“It’s really like a cool family tradition,” she
said. “And it’s just time to take aside from
being busy.”
The day after Thanksgiving, commonly
known as Black Friday, is a day of commotion at every store around the country. The
massive sales are advertised in local papers.
The ads are stuffed between the regular sections in the paper, but the other sections are
tossed aside by sophomore Kailey Traylor
and her mother.
“My mom and I will be sitting there,
everyone else is making their Christmas
lists, and we’re planning where we’re going
to go the next day,” Traylor said.
Traylor’s Thanksgiving Day is pretty standard. There will be turkey and other dishes
covering her table, but the food’s main purpose is to provide her mother, her aunt and
her with enough energy to grab onto sale
items the next morning.
“I really like getting up at 4 in the morning
and standing in line at Kohl’s,” Traylor said.
No matter who is asked, at least one tradition practiced will be the giving of thanks.
Especially in these harsh times of financial
stress, reliance on God is vital. He can be
given the glory for keeping heads afloat and
keeping food in abundance on tables this
Thanksgiving Day.

L ook-A- L ik e s
C om i c

Look-a-likes can be spotted all around campus, so Life
and Times is featuring them weekly. If you have identified
two people that look eerily similar to each other, please
give us a head’s up and send in their names to jack_galbraith@taylor.edu or adara_haley@taylor.edu. We’ll give
them their much needed Gemini treatment.
Photos by Andrew Ketchum

“Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1,” the movie depicting
the first half of Rowling’s final book
is out today. Muggles and fans
alike will prepare themselves for
the ending of the long franchise as
Harry Potter and his friends search
for Voldemort’s horcruxes. Many
will suit up with wands and broomsticks as they witness the near-end
of a whimsical story.

Hannah Pfau, freshman

Laura Schmucker, senior

news

traditional traditions?

You’ve seen them shuffle down the aisles of the library,
a ghost of someone you’ve seen before. They are walking
around the Loop, the exact size and shape of a girl that
sits behind you in American Literature. How can they
look so similar to your roommate but so oddly different?
That guy that played back-up guitar on “I & Love & You”
during MyGen just passed by and you could have sworn
he was your roommate’s twin.

potter’s finale

W orld

editor

ovember is mostly known for Thanksgiving and the thereof) has interfered with fiction a bit more than I’d like,”
arrival of the Christmas season. However, for some Hills said.
The program is a chance for people to express anything they
people, November is National Novel Writing Month
want on paper. According to the National Novel Writing Month’s
(NaNoWriMo).
Starting Nov. 1, participants all around the world website, it is also freedom “to write without having to obsess
began the task of writing a 175-page (50,000-word) novel. The over quality, to be able to make obscure references to passages
from our novels at parties, and to be able to mock real novelnovel must be finished by midnight on Nov. 30.
This tradition is not unknown on Taylor’s campus. Junior ists who dawdle on and on, taking far longer than 30 days to
produce their work.”
Corinne Hills and freshman Elena Byrd
Former journalist Sheri Conover is this
have taken on the challenge this month.
year’s municipal liaison for National Novel
“I’ve been working on the concept for this
Publication is not the main goal
Writing Month in Marion. This helps fellow
novel for a while, and I decided ‘NaNoWof the challenge. It is partially a
writers connect and dialogue throughout
riMo’ would be a good impetus to get it done,
contest to see who can actually
the month.
or at least well-begun,” said Hills, a profesfinish.
“I’m a recovering journalist without a ficsional writing major.
tion-writing bone in my body until I started
The challenge is not just for those who are
having dreams that should have been movstudying writing or are established authors.
ies,” Conover said.
According to www.nanowrimo.org, “NaNoWHer profile on www.nanowrimo.org, “pegleg kitty,” was opened
riMo is a novel-writing program for anyone who has thought
fleetingly about writing a novel but has been scared away by in October of 2006. Conover has participated every year since
then.
the time and effort involved.”
In 2009, www.nanowrimo.org had over 165,000 participants
Publication is not the main goal of the challenge. It is parlisted. “They started the month as auto mechanics, out-of-work
tially a contest to see who can actually finish.
It is very difficult to keep up writing each day and actually actors and middle school English teachers. They walked away
reach the 50,000-word mark in time. Although Hills has started novelists.”
Over 30,000 of these writers were able to complete their
her novel, she claims that she won’t be able to complete it in
novels in time.
time.
Undertaking this task is no walk in the park. According to
“Sadly, real life (schoolwork, relationships and sleep or lack

black friday madness outside the bubble

cell phone damage

A mon t h of W ri t ing a nd P ubl ishing

by

jac k

Ga l b r a i t h

Conover, the first week of the challenge is exciting, the second
week is nerve-wracking, the third week is characterized by
panic and the last week is an all out sprint.
Even with all the pressure and anxiety, the program is a great
opportunity to learn and grow as a writer.
“All told, this is an incredible challenge that I’d recommend to
anyone even thinking about writing a novel, whether just for
fun or with the goal of publication,” Hills said. “Even if you don’t
make that glorious 50,000, I think you’ll find that NaNoWriMo
is probably the most fun insanity anyone could come up with.”

movember
A month of moustaches
Dash wieland

November is nearing
an end. The last of
a u t u m n ’s b r i g h t l y colored leaves swirl
briskly around our feet, and the faint smell of
rust from countless unused razors fills the air.
Foreshadowing the coming of the notoriously
dark and cold Indiana winter, men and women
throughout campus are in the midst of the ageold ritual of “No-Shave-November.”
As this tradition culminates, I beseech my
brethren to halt this tradition, even as the
month nears its close. I make my request knowing full well that it is outlandish and that only
the boldest of men will heed the call. That’s
right. I am asking that you grow or trim your
facial hairs into a moustache. Need reasons?
Here are a few: Hulk Hogan, Albert Einstein,
Colby Spear, Tom Selleck, and Teddy Roosevelt,
to name a few of the greats.
The previous names are a comprehensive list
of the manliest men to have walked the face
of the planet. They all subsequently rocked
moustaches. This should easily be enough to
convince you of the merits of the moustache,
but alas, the moustaches on most other men
are considered, unfortunately, “super gross.” A
moustache may breed contempt, even hate, but
the month of November is able to give a purcontributor

pose greater than a specifically concentrated
hairy lip area.
The non-profit organization Movember (a
mixture of November and moustache) has been
raising awareness about men’s health, especially cancer, to a culture that remains largely
uninformed on the subject. One in two men
will be diagnosed with cancer in their lifetime,
and one in six will be diagnosed with prostate
cancer. It is also estimated that 8.7 million
adult men in the U.S. over the age of 20 in the
have diabetes, and a third do not even know it,
according to us.movember.com.
In association with the LiveStrong Foundation, Movember raises money and awareness
for men’s health. Participation is as easy as
growing out your own moustache and learning
a few facts to share. When asked about their
elegant facial hair, as moustache-bearers certainly will be, participants can simply inform
the inquirer of the noble intentions behind
their facial adornment.
Women on our campus don’t have to feel
left out. They can lend support by purchasing
apparel through Movember’s website, or by not
breaking up with their mustachioed boyfriends.
Movember is an opportunity not only to display
your manhood, but to support a worthy cause
as well.
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CMC Students On Tour
With a few plucks of a
guitar
chord and some
A & E E ditor
poignant lyrics, a performance artist can
transform a caustic crowd into a fanatic eruption. Their simple smiles are enough to cause a
fanatic frenzy.
Not only that, but they also make it look easy.
What we can’t see are the hours of preparation, the performance tips, the voice lessons, the
marketing guidance, the technical setup and the
business battles. All we see is the final result: the
culmination of talent and exertion.
This Saturday, Taylor University is privileged
to host a semester’s worth
of practiced artistry. The
Contemporary Music Center (CMC) is on tour, and
their equipment-filled bus is
on the way to Upland. At 7
p.m. Saturday, our Student
Union will erupt with musical enthusiasm.
After a semester of training, three Taylor students
are returning with new talent and honed skills. Seniors
Kevin Gehrett, Stephanie Harris and Lizzy Rohland have the experience and the talent.
Now, they will make it look easy.
According to a recent press release, CMC is a
semester-long music program where “the best
new musicians, entertainment industry entrepreneurs and audio technicians spend 14 weeks
at the CMC’s headquarters in Nashville studying
songwriting, studio recording, live performance,
engineering, sound and lighting design, marketing and both the financial and legal aspects of the
music industry.”
The concert will feature CMC alums Jill & Kate
(background vocalists for Kelly Clarkson), CMC
duo Winston and Julia, Taylor’s own Stephanie
Harris, Before Dawn (featuring Taylor’s Lizzy

Justin Chisham

Rohland), and local Taylor-based band Tiger Cub.
The concert is being co-produced by Kevin Gehrett, the final member of the CMC Taylor triad.
Senior Brian Hansen, a previous CMC attendee
and now serving as the program’s Taylor contact,
had only good things to say about the program.
“You can safely say CMC is School of Rock,”
Hansen said.
Hansen fondly remembers the musical community offered at CMC. According to Hansen, these
network connections are central for upcoming
artists, in addition to professional instruction.
Training at CMC involves everything from business legalities to performance guidelines.
When asked about Saturday’s concert, Hansen
emphasized audience support.
“[There] is going to be great
music, and it is free, so why
wouldn’t you check it out? It
is important to support artists at live concerts, because
the more you support them,
the better they will perform.
When you go to a show, you
show them that you care.
They will give you a better show in return, and
all you have to do is walk in.”
Stephanie Harris is a little more hesitant about
the large concert crowd.
“To be honest, I’m a little nervous. I still have
another semester to face everyone if I totally flop
on stage. But I am also super pumped to be back
at Taylor and show my friends how I have grown
as an artist. CMC has definitely played a part
in improving my abilities as an artist. I have
become more comfortable on stage and actually
enjoy sharing my music with listeners.”
When asked about the preparation for the tour,
Lizzy Rohland outlined a typical tour schedule.
“The students on the executive track have been
hard at work booking venues, making hotel reser-
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At 7 p.m. Saturday,
our Student Union
will erupt with musical enthusiasm.

vations, arranging a rental bus and truck, coordinating marketing. Meanwhile the tech track
students have been getting equipment ready
and coming up with a plan for sound, lights and
monitors for each show. My fellow artists and I
have been in rehearsals. It’s a long and arduous
process, but a rewarding one all the same.”
Despite the hectic schedule, Lizzy Rohland is
excited to demonstrate her new skills.
“There has been so much preparation for tour

these last few weeks. It’s a great chance for us
to put all that we’ve learned into practice. A lot
of hard work has gone into these last few weeks
leading up to tour. Now, this is the pay off.”
This Saturday at 7 p.m., you will not see the
preparation. You will not notice the semester’s
worth of practice and instruction. The only thing
you will get is the final culmination of talent
and exertion.
That deserves a fanatic eruption.

A Tale Worthy of Harry Potter
A t m i d n i g h t , Bott’s Every Flavor jelly beans to a
“Harry Potter brand-new theme park at Universal
and the Deathly Studios, Harry Potter has cast a spell
Hallows: Part on the world. The series was translated
1” the movie was released to muggles into over 60 languages and sold over
across the world. The movie was esti- 400 million copies. Film producers knew
mated to bring in over $124 million and they had to do something.
In 1999, J.K. Rowling sold the filming
drew crowds from left to right as they
held on to their (sorting) hats to see rights of the first four books to Warner
whether or not Harry and his faithful Bros., and in November 2001, “Harry
Po t t e r a n d t h e
sidekicks, Ron and
Sorcerer’s Stone”
Hermione, can find
From magical video games to
opened in theatres.
and destroy YouBertie Bott’s Every Flavor jelly I t s p o p u l a r i t y
Know-Who’s secret
ensured that the
to immortality—
beans to a brand-new theme
trend continued,
the Horcruxes. The
park at Universal Studios,
and each book now
trio’s quest takes
has its own respecthem away from
Harry Potter has cast a spell
t i v e m o v i e. T h e
Hogwarts and into
on the world.
craze for Harry
new lands, allowPotter led many
ing muggles to
fans to dress in
view the films and
action-packed adventures with fresh their wizardry attire and wait hours
eyes—perhaps taking Harry Potter in line in order to snatch the perfect
theatre seat to view Harry’s latest escamania to a new peak.
Over the span of 10 years, J.K. pade.
One student who the premiere in the
Rowling released seven books, which
transfigured naive children into Harry- early She is attending the The Deathly
Potter-loving-mudbloods that even Hallows’ premiere this Friday at 12:01
Professor McGonagall could not teach. a.m. and is more than excited to see
From the 1997 (U.K.) book release of the movie.
“I hope it lives up to my expectations
“Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone”
to 2007’s “Harry Potter and the Deathly of the book because it’s my favorite one,”
Hallows,” an unleashing of Harry Potter Grow said.
Despite the criticism of Rowling’s
hysteria has unfolded before our eyes.
From magical video games to Bertie writing style and punning humor along

Sarah Billman
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Review: ‘A Streetcar Named Desire’
Cries echo
throughout
contributor
the production of
Tennessee
Williams’ “A Streetcar Named Desire.”
The actors persuasively capture the
haunting emptiness created when our
insatiable desires for love have not been
filled by Christ.
There is the light, tinkling laugh
of Blanche as she tiptoes on the horrific edge of insanity. Kathy St. Cyr’s
portrayal of Blanche—a wounded butterfly unable to realize its translucent
wings are too thin to block the light of
exposure—revealed these light-hearted
laughs are really cries for help.
In the complex relationship between
Stanley (sophomore Braden Spear) and
Stella (senior Audrey Henderson), the
subtle cries become overt screams, as the
dynamics of a dysfunctional and abusive
relationship are compellingly portrayed.
The space in which the actors played
was reminiscent of a cemetery, with the
thin, skeletal structures of doors and
walls casting lacy shadows, adding to
the sense of death underlying the entire
production.
Streetcar is a difficult play to watch.
Its themes are heavy: abuse, mental illness, sexual deviancy and death. These
are things which Taylor students know
or have experienced but don’t like to
think about or discuss. It’s easy to watch
plays with neatly wrapped-up endings,

stephanie binion

with the dark, deathly theme, most
critics choose to hover around the fact
that the movies do not always depict
the books in the most accurate manner.
Rushing of the storyline and skimming
over details, the movies tend to focus
more on the fighting scenes.
“In the books, the fighting scenes are
important but not nearly as exaggerated or long as the movies make it to
be,” explains Kathryn Carlson. However,
fans still fly to the theatres for curiosity
sake or whatever other reason. Kathryn
Carlson gives her explanation: “I go see
the movies because I love the books. The
movies are not entirely amazing, but I
like the storyline of it and the overall
big picture.”
Expectations for each movie, specifically these last two, are extraordinary
and ride on the shoulders of director
David Yates and the whole Potter team.
It is said that Part 1 has many dazzling
effects, spellbinding storytelling, and
tensions that not even a wand could
wish away.
So even if you have your OWL exams
Monday, catch the train at King’s Cross
Platform Nine and Three Quarters and
go see the movie. Ditch your invisibility
cloak and stand proud. Brew some Butterbeer and be a part of this enchanting
event. Then, play some Quidditch to fill
in the time between this year’s Part 1
and next year’s Part 2 releases.

Local
Events
Clowes Hall proudly presents “Cats,” the musical
by Andrew Lloyd Webber. Opening on Nov. 26 as a
part of Broadway Across America, Clowes states,
“there’s no better way to introduce your family to live
theater than with the magic of ‘Cats.’” Winner of
seven Tony Awards including Best Musical, “Cats”
is a must-see for theatre fanatics.

Photo by Tim Kerigan

For more information, visit ww.cloweshall.org.

Blanche (Taylor graduate Kathy St. Cyr) being comforted by a doctor (junior
Ryan Maloney) and observed by a wary nurse (freshman Kathryn Irwin).
where the audience isn’t left wrestling with
unanswered questions.
But you should go see Streetcar and take
your whole wing. The acting is superb and
the characters are portrayed with empathy and complexity. The set, sound and
lighting all effectively draw you into the
characters’ broken 1940s world. But more

than that, you will leave a different person.
You will think about life a little differently,
you will have more questions and you will
have more empathy. I left with an even
greater love for my God, who stepped into
my death-world, took death from me and
filled the hollow, empty spaces in my soul
with himself.

Tribute acts are hard to achieve with style, but
Experience Hendrix promises to go above and
beyond mere tribute band. With nearly 20 musicians
honoring Jimi Hendrix’s mix of soul and rock, they
intend to shake the rafters. With a near-three-hour
setlist, they promise a tribute that would make Jimi
proud.
For more information, visit www.experiencehendrixtour.com.

Between Oct. 29 and Dec. 5, the Fort Wayne
Museum of Art will present Art. Write. Now., an
exhibition of young artists and writers. “The innovative tour will give communities across America the
chance to view what visual and literary arts professionals deem to be the best teen-produced work in
the country.” Tickets are $10 for adults.
For more information, visit www.honeywellcenter.org.
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COMMUNIT Y LIFE:
LTC, PART T WO
BY

A N D

D

uring Wednesday’s chapel, President Eugene Habecker criticized
the approach to the Life Together
C o v e n t a n t ( LT C ) c o m m o n l y
taken by Echo contributors: one
of reproach and dismissal. It is in
response to this reputation that
we wish to reiterate our purpose
in this endeavor. In writing these
articles, our goal is to embrace
and celebrate the necessity of
the LTC in forming our Taylor
community. With this in mind, we proceed in
such reflection.
INTRODUCTION, cont.
It is impossible to create a community
with expectations totally acceptable to every
member. Nevertheless, certain responsibilities
and expectations must be specified to assure
orderly community life. When individuals
join the Taylor community, they freely and
willingly choose to take upon themselves the
responsibilities and expectations outlined in
this covenant. The university expectations are
not intended to measure spirituality or to promote legalism. Nevertheless, Galatians 5:13-14
reminds us that while we were called to be free,
our freedom is best used when we serve one
another in love.
While we recognize how easy it is to disagree
with the responsibilities and expectations
enforced by the LTC, it’s naive to believe that
a covenant could be created with all community members in complete agreement. Given
the nature of our ever-changing and increasingly diverse community, our administration
is forced to determine what is best for the
community by deciding what is best for each

Remember in third
dating in general.
KARA HACKETT
grade when Mary
Ladies, if we want
CONTRIBUTOR
was “going out” with
guys to heed Mark’s
Johnny? They weren’t
advice and take
a c t u a l l y g o i n g a n y w h e r e — charge in the relationship realm,
because after all, they were we need to redefine the way we
only in third grade, and Johnny view dating. First, not all guys
was pretty sure Mary still had a and girls who hang out one-onmild case of cooties—but every- one are dating. Second, not all
one knew they liked each other. dates end in a “ring by spring.”
That’s what “going out” meant.
Don’t get me wrong. I do not
It involved a boy and a girl lik- take dating flippantly, but why
ing each other and maybe even do we put so much pressure on
having a wedding at recess.
turning every date into a serious
I was a flower girl in one of relationship? It’s that pressure
those recess weddings. The that makes guys shy away and
happy couple was Ross and
Danielle, and like all of the
other girls in my class, I stood
around throwing mulch chips in
the air as they walked by after
the swing set ceremony. They
didn’t actually kiss, of course.
That would have been gross.
But from then on, they were “the
married couple”—until they got
“divorced” in fourth grade.
This is the depiction our generation has about dating and
relationships. One minute you’re
just friends, and the next minute
you’re walking down the aisle in girls desperate for something
marital bliss. Where is dating in they feel they’ll never have.
the equation?
As women, we should work to
Last week, Mark Dungan be refined—not defined by the
wrote a refreshing article about guys in our lives. It is not our
guy/girl relationships on campus. responsibility to make guys like
I think I speak for 99 percent of us. We should not change who
the female student body when I we are to impress a man. We
say, “Bravo, Mark.” But the men were all made differently, and
on campus are not solely respon- we were all made in God’s image,
sible for this dating dilemma. so we should strive to be the best
There’s a reason for the “Peter women we can be. But instead of
Pan mindset” they resort to, and trying to become better women
it starts with the Taylor commu- for God, I see girls on campus
nity putting so much pressure on trying to become better women

Instead of trying
to become better
women for God,
I see girls on
campus trying
to become better
women for men

for men, redefining themselves
by the values they imagine the
men on campus might like. It’s
a vicious cycle of inaction and
over-reaction, and it’s time it
comes to an end.
When we take dating to get to
know someone out of the equation, we never find out what we
really want. Think about it. How
many times have you thought
you wanted something, only to
find out that it wasn’t in your
best interest? It works the
same way in relationships. We
will never know what we really
want if we don’t know what is
out there. That is where dating
comes in.
Our generation defines dating
as serious relationships or minimarriages that either result in
engagement or heartbreak—
nothing in between. Our parents
had a much healthier view. They
defined dating as going out for
dinner, coffee or a movie, just to
see if something long-term could
eventually work out. If it didn’t,
the couple could remain friends.
It obviously wasn’t meant to be,
and they could both move on.
At this stage in our lives, it’s
normal to have feelings for someone of the opposite sex. We were
created for it, but as women we
were also created to be pursued.
So ladies, don’t hijack your noble
knight’s white horse. And fellas,
remember that we’re still up
here. In the highest room. Of the
tallest tower.
We aren’t in third grade anymore.

LET ME SEE YOU 1, 2, STEP
M o s t Ta y lor parties
CONTRIBUTOR
have the
tendency to
be awkward. When planning a gettogether, hosts grapple with how to
get people to come without alcohol
or dancing. What is a group of college students who want to party
supposed to do? Uncomfortable
mingling normally ensues, followed
by deep conversations about the
classes you are in and how tired we
all are. Admit it: Taylor parties suck.
I was approached a few weeks ago
by some of my friends who wanted
to plan what could potentially have
been one of those parties, and to be
honest, I was skeptical. But these
boys were determined to put on a

MC D E R MO T T

J O N AT H A N

P OV I L O N I S

member. Though it may appear harmless and
This submission is not merely done out
permissible for a member of the community of respect for authority, but also in the
to consume alcohol when of legal age, allow- recognition of biblical principles. The writing an exception
ings of Paul call
to a uniform rule
us to abstain from
would result only
certain behaviors
In writing these articles our goal
in disunity between
not because they
members rather
are impermissible,
is to embrace and celebrate the
than Christ-cenbut because of the
necessity of the Life Together
tered harmony. The
stumbling block
nature of the LTC
they often create
Covenant in forming our Taylor
requires the mutual
for our brothers
community.
submission of all
and sisters. We are
members of the comcalled to serve one
munity regardless of
another in love,
age or class distinction. Holding members of being careful “that the exercise of [our]
the community to different standards creates freedom does not become a stumbling block
a division and irreparably harms the unity to the weak” (1 Cor. 8:9).
that we seek as members of the body of Christ.
One should ask within his own heart not
It is quite natural to immediately feel only if he is living in a manner pleasing to
stripped of the rights guaranteed by our God, but also how this manner is received
nation or to feel wronged by these restrictions. by his brothers and sisters and to what
Our freedom is not intruded upon, however. extent they are edified by it. If stumbling
By exercising such granted rights, our mem- were the result of a behavior, the behavior
bers make the autonomous choice to take upon becomes thus explicitly forbidden. The LTC
themselves the responsibilities outlined in is founded on this principle as much as any
this covenant.
other.
In maintaining our commitment to the LTC,
In conclusion, rather than allowing indiwe are recognizing the administration is in viduals to determine for themselves the
the best position to determine the behavior of acceptability of certain behaviors, the LTC
the community. In four years, how could a stu- eliminates ambiguity by maintaining biblident expect to have a better understanding of cal principles that we as Christians have
a spiritually prosperous academic community already agreed to. In addition, it outlines
than those who have devoted their careers to specific behaviors that the community
studying, understanding and reproducing this agrees would be destructive to the Taylor
very concept? In desiring community, the only mission, to prepare us as Christ’s ambasrational action is entrusting this task to the sadors to a world in need.
administration.

DATING REDEFINED: DITCHING
THIRD GRADE MENTALITY

MAGGIE BURNS

T I M

Mailbox
Readers would be mistaken to believe that “The Lost Boys of Taylor,” published last
week by Mark Dungan, posits a healthy conception of men, and to accept that it places
women in an adequate and fulfilling context. Men are not responsible for defining a
woman’s self-image, and neither are women dependent on men for their happiness.
Until we change this way of thinking, gender inequality and oppression will persist.
-Katie O’Donnell
In his article, Mark Dungan eloquently pointed out an apathy in dating at Taylor, but
what I am concerned about is men who are apathetic in their faith. Even more dangerous
than the “Peter Pan mindset” in dating is the “Peter Pan mindset” about our walks with
God. Why is that any male who applies for Lighthouse, spring break, or a leadership
position is almost guaranteed a spot? Even engaging in the spiritual atmosphere of the
campus, I notice more women involved than men. This is a very dangerous place for
the Taylor community to be, where leadership and outreach positions are so unbalanced
toward one gender. We need the input of both in order for ministry and community to
be successful.
-Jess Larson
I hope all of campus will join me in hoping, sincerely, that this My Gen not only
marks the first time a man flew through the chapel, but also the last time Taylor students
are heard to publicly ridicule the DC from the chapel stage. When it comes to humor,
there is a line to be crossed. When did it become OK at a Christian school to try for
a few laughs by belittling the work of the staff who make our time at Taylor not only
possible, but enjoyable? Whether intended or not, the DC jokes made during this 2010
My Gen were in extremely poor taste. They gave an impression that Taylor students
are unappreciative of the hard work and time that goes into feeding us on a daily basis.
To the DC staff, I would like to say thanks for all you do.
-Libby Trudeau
As one who enjoys attending Taylor’s various musical escapades, I can’t help but
express a bit of disappointment for this year’s My Gen. I understand that the acts selected
are partially subject to those who audition, but I think that the judges should take into
consideration the genres represented. Slow Indie beats were the dominant tunes, and,
quite simply, by the end I was craving the sounds of some other genre and a faster
pace. As a member of the generation of music represented in My Gen, I feel entitled to
hopefully recognize more songs than I can count on one hand.
-Mary Tait
It appears that the Taylor student body is in the midst of an identity crisis. There is
confusion in the air centered on a rather simple fact: when we were born. I was born in
August 1989, but I have come to the conclusion that much of the student body believes
that they were born in the middle to late 90s. Five of the 13 My Gen songs came from
2008 or later, meaning that nearly half the show was comprised of music from within
the last two years, while only one song came from the 90s. I think My Gen can better
showcase the music of our generation if there’s a cutoff for recent songs.
-Justin Doud

Send letters to the editor to rachel_kiely@tayloru.edu by 3 p.m. Wednesday. They
should be no longer than 400 words. Due to volume, we cannot print all opinions
articles that we receive. Please keep your opinions as concise as possible. The Echo
reserves the right to edit for length and content.

good show—LTC aside, they were campus.” However, it makes a small
going to host an epic Taylor dance exception. “. . . Acceptable forms of
party.
expression may include . . . danc‘No social dancing’ is a rule I ing at weddings . . .” The dancing I
just can’t understand. Drinking, witnessed at that party was exactly
swearing and gossipthe same as the dancing make sense. Most
ing I witnessed at a
rules at TU make
wedding I was in a
sense, but dancing?
few weeks ago; both
‘No social dancing’
Think of how fun a
were a celebration
is a rule I just can’t
swing dancing pickin a safe, Christian
a-date could be, then
environment, but
understand.
ask yourself why
only one was technia hoedown at the
cally allowed by the
beginning of the year
LTC.
is kosher. And what
Wheaton College
about the exception
recently loosened its
to the rule during weddings? The Community Covenant, including its
LTC states that “social dancing ‘no dancing’ rule. Clearly that deciis not permitted on or away from sion is running the school into the

ground; the student pregnancy rate
has skyrocketed, along with drug
and alcohol abuse and ultimately,
the integrity of the school has been
compromised. False. Wheaton’s
world isn’t ending because parties
can now include students jumping
up and down, raising their hands
in the air and singing at the top of
their lungs to the latest pop hits.
As a matter of fact, Calvin, Marian,
Westmont, St. Francis and Spring
Arbor don’t mention dancing in
their student handbooks. Bethel,
Huntington and Goshen reference
dancing but do not prohibit it. Taylor is apparently behind the times
in its views on dancing.
I went to that dance party. Why
am I telling you this? Not because

I’m feeling guilty for entering a
place where people were dancing or
even as a way to get myself in trouble. I am telling you this because
dancing is fun. The majority of the
room was just jumping and having
a great time. After a long week of
responsibility and hard work, all we
students really want to do is blow
off steam. What better way to do
that than to jump up and down with
a bunch of friends? That is why I
went. Not because I love to dance
or because I really wanted to break
the LTC, but because it wasn’t just
sitting around watching a movie or
waiting for a cute boy to walk past
my room during open house.
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Hegelein, Schroer ready to compete
While most students work jobs
or internships over the summer, members of the men’s and
women’s cross country teams run.
They train and push themselves
further so they can shave off seconds of their clocked times.
That level of dedication is how
senior Adam Schroer and junior
Kirstin Hegelein qualified for
the NAIA National Championships in Portland, Ore. on Nov.
20.
The work behind earning a
spot is significant and timeconsuming, to say the least.
Schroer, Hegelein and the rest
of the runners focus on building
their endurance outside of the
season.
“ To g e t t o t h i s p o i n t , I
trained hard over the summer
and throughout the season,”
Hegelein said. “The coaches
and girls have encouraged and
challenged me to do the best I
can with the gift that God has
given me.”
Even though not everyone on
the team makes it to Nationals,
they all play a significant role
in each others’ success.
“Kirstin is a very disciplined
and focused young lady,” said
head coach Quinn White. “She
has proven that over and over
throughout the summer and
the season. This season we
changed her race strategy and
taught her to use her discipline
by going out more conservative
the first mile. Fortunately for
us and for her, she has excelled
with this strategy.”
Changing her approach
allowed Hegelein to reach a
higher level of success than in
previous years.
“We really tried to run more
even splits rather than race

fast and gradually slow down,”
White said. “This took some
time, but [assisant] Coach
[Ruth] Ozmun and I felt the
ladies responded well.”
White, professor of education,
took over as head coach this
year. Upon his arrival, he began
to create a family-like environment with the help of Ozman.
“Coach Quinn has dramatically changed the atmosphere of
our team and season for the better,” Hegelein said. “He gave us
great practice and racing strategies that set each and every
girl on the team up for success.
Our practices are geared toward
each runner as an individual.”
While Hegelein and the rest
of the women on the team
were adjusting to a new coach,
Schroer needed to adjust to not
being injured, something he had
struggled with since his freshman year.
“The injuries that I’ve gone
through earlier in my career
have really helped to give me
patience and perseverance in
running,” Schroer said. “I truly
appreciate each day and each
race to a much greater degree
than I would have otherwise.”
Schroer has persevered this
season and worked extremely
hard to end his Taylor career
on a high note. On Oct. 23, he
broke his personal record by
almost a minute with a time of
25:40.4. The team has had faith
in him to perform and succeed,
and he met both expectations.
“[Schroer] has had an outstanding year athletically and
much of it can be traced back to
a solid period of training,” head
coach Ted Bowers said. “For the
first time here at TU, he has
trained for 10 solid months, and
it is really beginning to show.”
His success also earned him
All-MCC honors for the season.

IN BRIEF
Football (6-5,
4-3)
results
11/13
at Saint Francis L, 33-21
Schedule
Season Concluded
review
The football team finished
their season with a loss
to 10th ranked St. Francis
University last Saturday.
Senior quarterback Shaun
Addison finished his Taylor
career with 186 yards passing, three touchdowns and
115 yards rushing on the
day. Senior wide receiver
Ryan Magnuson caught all
three Taylor touchdowns
and recorded 126 receiving
yards.
Women’s Basketball (4-1)
results
11/12
at Indiana Tech Tournament
versus Holy Cross W, 75-63
11/13
at Indiana Tech Tournament
versus Marygrove W, 88-46

Photo by Andrew Ketchum

Julia Berger
Co-Editor in Chief

Trojan sports

Junior Kirstin Hegelein and senior Adam Schroer will represent women’s
and men’s cross country in the NAIA championships this year.

This honor was not the most
rewarding aspect of Schroer’s
year, however.
“I’m most proud of the way our
team has dealt with so many
injuries and continued to work
for the glory of God through it
all,” he said. “It’s not easy to
face a season-ending injury or
just an injury that takes a runner out for a short time. Persevering through something like
that is never easy.”

With that lesson learned,
Schroer and Hegelein will race
tomorrow along with their competition, but they both just want
to run and do their best.
“I want to go out and run my
race,” Schroer said. “I hope to
be able to put my best performance forward for my last
cross country race and enjoy the
experience.”

Men’s basketball breaks streak
The men’s basketAndrew
ball team broke its
S ports
perfect record with a
loss at Indiana Tech
70-53 Wednesday night. An efficient Warrior offense kept the
Trojans on their heels, shooting
66.7 percent from beyond the
arch while Taylor struggled to
convert three-pointers.
The game opened as a close
match, but the Warriors slowly
developed a lead and revealed
an off night for the Trojan
squad.
Junior center Jake Burkholder drove the Taylor offense
in the opening minutes of the
first half, scoring six points
from inside the paint and bringing in two rebounds during his
initial nine minutes and 18
seconds of play, during which

Morgan

the Trojans traded
leads with the Warriors five times.
Ta y l o r h e l d o n
to a one-point lead with 12:45
remaining in the first half, but
the team never regained it. With
12:22 remaining, Indiana Tech
forward Rodney Bartholomew
made a two-point shot down low
and gave the Warriors a lead
they held for the remainder of
the game. Bartholomew scored
a game-high 21 points.
After the Warrior lead grew
to five, Trojan sophomore guard
Casey Coons hit a three-pointer
to bring the Trojans within two,
16-14. However, the Warriors
continued to slowly increase the
margin, shooting 56 percent on
field goals and making five of
six free throws in the half.

E ditor

Sophomore guard Tommy Peller led the Trojan offense with
eight points in the last seven
minutes of the first stanza. The
score stood at 35-26, Warriors
at the halftime buzzer.
The Trojans managed to prevent the Indiana Tech lead from
increasing much further during
the opening of the second half.
With 14:12 remaining, Trojan
senior guard Drew Tower made
his second three-pointer of the
night to keep the Warrior lead
at 12. Trojan junior forward
Josh Riikonen returned the
deficit to 12 again with a twopointer inside the foul lane with
12:31 remaining on the clock.
T h e Wa r r i o r s q u i c k l y
responded with a three-pointer
from senior guard Clyde Mckinney and never looked back.

Three-pointers plagued the
Trojans for most of the game, as
they only converted three of 17.
The Trojan deficit increased to
as much as 23 points with 7:09
remaining, but an eight-point
run fueled by two in-the-paint
field goals from Burkholder
reduced the final Warrior lead
to 17.
Burkholder, Coons and Peller
all finished the game in double
figures, scoring 13, 11 and 10
points respectively. Burkholder
also pulled down five rebounds
and recorded a steal.
The men’s basketball team
is scheduled to play Grand
Rapids-based Kuyper College
in Odle Arena at 7 p.m. tonight.

Schedule
11/19
at Wheaton Tournament
versus Wheaton 3 p.m.
11/20
at Wheaton Tournament
TBA
11/23
versus Indiana Wesleyan
7 p.m.
11/27
versus Holy Cross College
2 p.m.
review
Women’s basketball
won their third consecutive game against
the Marygrove College
Mustangs last Saturday.
Sophomore guard Tess
Rudolph scored a gamehigh 23 points, while senior
guard Becca Morris scored
16 points.
Women’s Cross
Country

Men’s Basketball
(4-1)
results
11/15
versus Ohio State-Marion
W, 78-44
11/17
at Indiana Tech L, 70-53
Schedule
11/19
versus Kuyper College 7
p.m.
11/23
at Indiana Wesleyan 7 p.m.
11/26
versus Waldorf College 7
p.m.
11/30
versus St. Francis 7 p.m.
review
Men’s basketball built a
four-game winning streak
and a perfect record
after defeating Ohio State
University at Marion on
Monday. Freshman forward
Josh Riikonen scored a
game and career high of
26 points during the game.
The team’s winning streak
was broken after their
loss to Indiana Tech on
Wednesday.
Men’s Cross
Country
results
11/06
MCC Championships
6th of 9
Schedule
11/20
NAIA National Championships - (Fort Vancouver,
Wash.) 11:45 a.m.
review
Senior Adam Shroer kept
his cross country season
alive after qualifying for
nationals with a fourthplace finish at the MCC
Championships hosted
by Bethel last Saturday.
Sophomore Corbin Slater,
senior Matt Bane and senior Brian Tencher finished
in 17th, 36th and 37th
respectively in the 95-man
race.
Volleyball (34-6,
16-0)

results
11/06
MCC Championships 6th
of 9

results
11/13
MCC Tournament Championship versus Indiana
Wesleyan W, 3-0

Schedule
11/20
NAIA National Championships - (Fort Vancouver,
Wash.) 11:30 a.m.

Schedule
11/30
at NAIA National Championships (Sioux City, IA)
Nov 30-Dec 4

review
The women’s cross country
team finished third of
seven in the MCC championships hosted by Bethel.
Junior Kirstin Hegelein took
a 7th place finish in the
106-woman race, allowing
her continuation to nationals. Senior Janet Redding
finished second for Taylor
with a 21st place finish
overall.

review
Volleyball won its second
consecutive MCC championship last Saturday
against Indiana Wesleyan.
Junior outside hitter Kelsey
Pritchard was named player
of the year for the MidCentral College Conference,
and coach Brittany Smith
was named coach of the
year within the conference.

Daniel Morrill

second year in a row.
“This was definitely a goal that we had
at the beginning of the season,” said head
coach Brittany Smith. “To have our team
peak at this moment was really exciting
to watch.”
Prior to last year, IWU
had won the last seven conference tournaments. The
win improved Taylor’s overall record to 34-6, and the
Trojans improved to 19-0
against conference opponents this season.
Taylor defeated St. Francis in straight sets Tuesday
night in the opening round
of the tournament. Another
straight-sets victory over
Spring Arbor set up the Saturday showdown against
IWU.
The Wildcats jumped out
to an early 7-2 lead in the
first set, but the Trojans
stormed back winning nine
of the next 10 points. The set
went back and forth before
coming to a 20-20 tie. Taylor
broke the tie and converted
the next three points en
route to a 25-22 first-set victory.
IWU came out fighting
again in the second set but
was overrun by a Taylor
killing attack led by senior
Rachel Kizer and junior
Kelsey Pritchard after a 5-5
tie. The Trojans converted
20 of the next 28 points and
Junior middle hitter Bethany Beck slams the ball over the net
during Taylor’s MCC championship victory last Saturday.
won the second set 25-13.
Photo by Andrew Ketchum

The volleyball
team defeated No.
C ontributor
23 Indiana Wesleyan University (IWU) in straight sets at
the MCC conference tournament for the

After an early IWU lead in the third set,
Taylor came back and won 25-15 to beat the
Wildcats for the third time this season and
the first time in straight sets.
“We want to celebrate this, and we want
to enjoy it, but we also want to realize that
this is not what we’ve been playing for,”
Smith said. “This is a step toward what we
have been hoping and what we have been
praying for.”
After the game, Pritchard was named
Player of the Year for MCC. Junior Betsy
Brown was named Setter of the Year for
the third year in a row. Pritchard, Brown
and Kizer were named to the First Team
All-Conference.
Sophomore Courtney Herschberger was
honored with Libero of the Year, while
junior Bethany Beck was named to the
Second Team All-Conference and freshman Ashlyn Dehoogh was named to the
All-Freshman Team. Smith was honored
with Coach of the Year in her sixth season
in leading the Trojans.
“This has been an exciting year to see our
team finish by dominating so well and to
show that we have really elevated our play,”
Smith said. “It’s nice to have that recognition at the end of the year, although that’s
not why we play. They’ll be the first one’s to
tell you that it’s because of the team that
they were able to get those awards.”
Finishing the regular season rated No.10
in the nation, the Trojans have a first-round
bye in the NAIA Nationals. Taylor will
travel to Sioux City, Iowa on Nov. 30 to the
2010 National Championship Final site to
compete in the field of 24 that will crown
this year’s national champion. The tournament will run through Saturday, Dec. 4.
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Volleyball wins mcc championship

Athlete of the week

Casey Coons
Year:

Senior

Hometown:

Indianapolis, Ind.

Location on Campus:

Bergwall

Dream car:

Whatever Jake Burkholder is
driving this week

Most Memorable Athletic Achievement:

Winning my high school’s only
regional championship

Favorite Song:

“I Got a Feeling” instrumental

Favorite sports team:

L.A. Lakers

Best hang-out spot
around Taylor:

Berg 208

Coolest teammate:

It’s close, but either Burk, Kyle,
Hoffman, Andy, Tom, Nate,
Burdette, Ben or Josh.

